How to use MOUNT

The website updates every 3 months, and you can contribute too!
Share innovative technology which you think fit the categories, or a case study for existing technologies and we will feature it on MOUNT!

Get the template format from MOUNT by simply clicking on "CONTRIBUTE in the menu bar"
Fill in the template format
Send your technology/case study on water@cseindia.org
We review and revert in 8-15 working days
Final Upload

To visit mount click on below link:
https://www.cseindia.org/mount/home
or scan the QR code

CENTRE FOR SCIENCE AND ENVIRONMENT
41 Tughlakabad Institutional Area, New Delhi 110 062
Ph: (11) 40616000 Fax: (11) 2995 5879
www.cseindia.org

SUPPORTING RESOURCES ON MOUNT

- What is the difference between technology and a sub-technology?
- What do you mean by- search by location?
- What is the procedure if someone wants to get his/her technology or case study uploaded on the menu?
- We encourage everyone who works on sanitation or individuals who have implemented sustainable technologies. If it is a case study please send it in the format (link for template for case study ). If it is a technology, please send it in the format (template for technology ). If it meets CSE’s review process then it would get uploaded on the web.
- Do I need to pay for getting a technology uploaded?
- In-situ treatment
- Directly connected
- A facility if may include user interface as well that, in absence of sewage network, collects and fully/partially treats the black water to allow for safe reuse or disposal of generated effluent.
- Septage
- Septic tank
There are three ways of searching technologies on MOUNT:

1. SEARCH BY TECHNOLOGY

The technologies have been divided as per the installation of components, so if the technology is installed at the site of defecation it is categorized under the onsite treatment and defined accordingly. Similarly, if the treatment technology treats wastewater treated close to site, it is categorized under the Decentralised treatment.

Click on search by, here you will see a sub menu with parameters. These parameters can be used for further filtering down to the technology which fits the user's criteria.

- Click on the search button under the category box, a sub menu with different parameters will pop on the screen
- Select capital cost (INR per unit)
- Select capital cost: 15,000-30,000
- The user is finally displayed with the technology as per requirement: Septic tank

2. SEARCH BY LOCATION

Under this option of searching a case study, a map is provided. The map is for users who are searching for implemented case studies.

- Select the type of technology, all the available case studies under that categorization pop up in the form of location markers on the map
- Select case study, the description of the same pops on the location marker
- Click on the description of the technology, from here the user is redirected to the landing page of the case study

3. SEARCH BY SUB TECHNOLOGY

Under this option, a set of flipping pictures is provided. The front side is the photograph of the technology.

- Upon clicking the technology, a dialog box with the selected technology will pop up
- On the dialog box the user can see the description of the technology and case studies under the selected technology